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REPRESENTING

I DON QUIXOTE

With all their twists and turns, Don Quixote’s adventures form the

boundary: they mark the end of the old interplay between resemblance

and signs and contain the beginnings of new relations. Don Quixote is

not a man given to extravagance, but rather a diligent pilgrim breaking

his journey before all the marks of similitude. He is the hero of the

Same. He never manages to escape from the familiar plain stretching

out on all sides of the Analogue, any more than he does from his own

small province. He travels endlessly over that plain, without ever cross-

ing the clearly defined frontiers of difference, or reaching the heart of

identity. Moreover, he is himself like a sign, a long, thin graphism, a

letter that has just escaped from the open pages of a book. His whole

being is nothing but language, text, printed pages, stories that have

already been written down. He is made up of interwoven words; he is

writing itself, wandering through the world among the resemblances

of things. Yet not entirely so: for in his reality as an impoverished

hidalgo he can become a knight only by listening from afar to the age-

old epic that gives its form to Law. The book is not so much his

existence as his duty. He is constantly obliged to consult it in order to

know what to do or say, and what signs he should give himself and

others in order to show that he really is of the same nature as the text



from which he springs. The chivalric romances have provided once and

for all a written prescription for his adventures. And every episode,

every decision, every exploit will be yet another sign that Don Quixote

is a true likeness of all the signs that he has traced from his book. But

the fact that he wishes to be like them means that he must put them to

the test, that the (legible) signs no longer resemble (visible) people. All

those written texts, all those extravagant romances are, quite literally,

unparalleled: no one in the world ever did resemble them; their time-

less language remains suspended, unfulfilled by any similitude; they

could all be burned in their entirety and the form of the world would

not be changed. If he is to resemble the texts of which he is the

witness, the representation, the real analogue, Don Quixote must also

furnish proof and provide the indubitable sign that they are telling the

truth, that they really are the language of the world. It is incumbent

upon him to fulfil the promise of the books. It is his task to recreate the

epic, though by a reverse process: the epic recounted (or claimed to

recount) real exploits, offering them to our memory; Don Quixote, on

the other hand, must endow with reality the signs-without-content of

the narrative. His adventures will be a deciphering of the world: a

diligent search over the entire surface of the earth for the forms that

will prove that what the books say is true. Each exploit must be a proof:

it consists, not in a real triumph – which is why victory is not really

important – but in an attempt to transform reality into a sign. Into a

sign that the signs of language really are in conformity with things

themselves. Don Quixote reads the world in order to prove his books.

And the only proofs he gives himself are the glittering reflections of

resemblances.

His whole journey is a quest for similitudes: the slightest analogies

are pressed into service as dormant signs that must be reawakened and

made to speak once more. Flocks, serving girls, and inns become once

more the language of books to the imperceptible degree to which they

resemble castles, ladies, and armies – a perpetually untenable resem-

blance which transforms the sought-for proof into derision and leaves

the words of the books forever hollow. But non-similitude itself has its

model, and one that it imitates in the most servile way: it is to be found

in the transformations performed by magicians. So all the indices of

non-resemblance, all the signs that prove that the written texts are not
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telling the truth, resemble the action of sorcery, which introduces

difference into the indubitable existence of similitude by means of

deceit. And since this magic has been foreseen and described in the

books, the illusory difference that it introduces can never be anything

but an enchanted similitude, and, therefore, yet another sign that the

signs in the books really do resemble the truth.

Don Quixote is a negative of the Renaissance world; writing has ceased

to be the prose of the world; resemblances and signs have dissolved

their former alliance; similitudes have become deceptive and verge

upon the visionary or madness; things still remain stubbornly within

their ironic identity: they are no longer anything but what they are;

words wander off on their own, without content, without resemblance

to fill their emptiness; they are no longer the marks of things; they lie

sleeping between the pages of books and covered in dust. Magic, which

permitted the decipherment of the world by revealing the secret

resemblances beneath its signs, is no longer of any use except as an

explanation, in terms of madness, of why analogies are always proved

false. The erudition that once read nature and books alike as parts of a

single text has been relegated to the same category as its own chimeras:

lodged in the yellowed pages of books, the signs of language no longer

have any value apart from the slender fiction which they represent. The

written word and things no longer resemble one another. And between

them, Don Quixote wanders off on his own.

Yet language has not become entirely impotent. It now possesses

new powers, and powers peculiar to it alone. In the second part of the

novel, Don Quixote meets characters who have read the first part of his

story and recognize him, the real man, as the hero of the book. Cervan-

tes’s text turns back upon itself, thrusts itself back into its own density,

and becomes the object of its own narrative. The first part of the hero’s

adventures plays in the second part the role originally assumed by the

chivalric romances. Don Quixote must remain faithful to the book that

he has now become in reality; he must protect it from errors, from

counterfeits, from apocryphal sequels; he must fill in the details that

have been left out; he must preserve its truth. But Don Quixote himself

has not read this book, and does not have to read it, since he is the book

in flesh and blood. Having first read so many books that he became a

sign, a sign wandering through a world that did not recognize him, he
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has now, despite himself and without his knowledge, become a book

that contains his truth, that records exactly all that he has done and said

and seen and thought, and that at last makes him recognizable, so

closely does he resemble all those signs whose ineffaceable imprint he

has left behind him. Between the first and second parts of the novel, in

the narrow gap between those two volumes, and by their power alone,

Don Quixote has achieved his reality – a reality he owes to language

alone, and which resides entirely inside the words. Don Quixote’s truth

is not in the relation of the words to the world but in that slender and

constant relation woven between themselves by verbal signs. The hol-

low fiction of epic exploits has become the representative power of

language. Words have swallowed up their own nature as signs.

Don Quixote is the first modern work of literature, because in it we see

the cruel reason of identities and differences make endless sport of

signs and similitudes; because in it language breaks off its old kinship

with things and enters into that lonely sovereignty from which it will

reappear, in its separated state, only as literature; because it marks the

point where resemblance enters an age which is, from the point of

view of resemblance, one of madness and imagination. Once similitude

and signs are sundered from each other, two experiences can be estab-

lished and two characters appear face to face. The madman, understood

not as one who is sick but as an established and maintained deviant, as

an indispensable cultural function, has become, in Western experience,

the man of primitive resemblances. This character, as he is depicted in

the novels or plays of the Baroque age, and as he was gradually insti-

tutionalized right up to the advent of nineteenth-century psychiatry, is

the man who is alienated in analogy. He is the disordered player of the

Same and the Other. He takes things for what they are not, and people

one for another; he cuts his friends and recognizes complete strangers;

he thinks he is unmasking when, in fact, he is putting on a mask. He

inverts all values and all proportions, because he is constantly under the

impression that he is deciphering signs: for him, the crown makes

the king. In the cultural perception of the madman that prevailed up to

the end of the eighteenth century, he is Different only in so far as he is

unaware of Difference; he sees nothing but resemblances and signs of

resemblance everywhere; for him all signs resemble one another, and

all resemblances have the value of signs. At the other end of the cultural
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area, but brought close by symmetry, the poet is he who, beneath the

named, constantly expected differences, rediscovers the buried kin-

ships between things, their scattered resemblances. Beneath the estab-

lished signs, and in spite of them, he hears another, deeper, discourse,

which recalls the time when words glittered in the universal resem-

blance of things; in the language of the poet, the Sovereignty of the

Same, so difficult to express, eclipses, the distinction existing between

signs.

This accounts, no doubt, for the confrontation of poetry and mad-

ness in modern Western culture. But it is no longer the old Platonic

theme of inspired madness. It is the mark of a new experience of

language and things. At the fringes of a knowledge that separates

beings, signs, and similitudes, and as though to limit its power, the

madman fulfils the function of homosemanticism: he groups all signs

together and leads them with a resemblance that never ceases to pro-

liferate. The poet fulfils the opposite function: his is the allegorical role;

beneath the language of signs and beneath the interplay of their pre-

cisely delineated distinctions, he strains his ears to catch that ‘other

language’, the language, without words or discourse, of resemblance.

The poet brings similitude to the signs that speak it, whereas the mad-

man loads all signs with a resemblance that ultimately erases them.

They share, then, on the outer edge of our culture and at the point

nearest to its essential divisions, that ‘frontier’ situation – a marginal

position and a profoundly archaic silhouette – where their words

unceasingly renew the power of their strangeness and the strength of

their contestation. Between them there has opened up a field of know-

ledge in which, because of an essential rupture in the Western world,

what has become important is no longer resemblances but identities

and differences.

II ORDER

Establishing discontinuities is not an easy task even for history in gen-

eral. And it is certainly even less so for the history of thought. We may

wish to draw a dividing-line; but any limit we set may perhaps be no

more than an arbitrary division made in a constantly mobile whole. We

may wish to mark off a period; but have we the right to establish
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symmetrical breaks at two points in time in order to give an appearance

of continuity and unity to the system we place between them? Where,

in that case, would the cause of its existence lie? Or that of its sub-

sequent disappearance and fall? What rule could it be obeying by both

its existence and its disappearance? If it contains a principle of coher-

ence within itself, whence could come the foreign element capable of

rebutting it? How can a thought melt away before anything other than

itself? Generally speaking, what does it mean, no longer being able to

think a certain thought? Or to introduce a new thought?

Discontinuity – the fact that within the space of a few years a culture

sometimes ceases to think as it had been thinking up till then and

begins to think other things in a new way – probably begins with an

erosion from outside, from that space which is, for thought, on the

other side, but in which it has never ceased to think from the very

beginning. Ultimately, the problem that presents itself is that of the

relations between thought and culture: how is it that thought has a

place in the space of the world, that it has its origin there, and that it

never ceases, in this place or that, to begin anew? But perhaps it is not

yet time to pose this problem; perhaps we should wait until the

archaeology of thought has been established more firmly, until it is

better able to gauge what it is capable of describing directly and

positively, until it has defined the particular systems and internal con-

nections it has to deal with, before attempting to encompass thought

and to investigate how it contrives to escape itself. For the moment,

then, let it suffice that we accept these discontinuities in the simul-

taneously manifest and obscure empirical order wherever they posit

themselves.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, during the period that

has been termed, rightly or wrongly, the Baroque, thought ceases to

move in the element of resemblance. Similitude is no longer the form

of knowledge but rather the occasion of error, the danger to which one

exposes oneself when one does not examine the obscure region of

confusions. ‘It is a frequent habit,’ says Descartes, in the first lines of his

Regulae, ‘when we discover several resemblances between two things, to

attribute to both equally, even on points in which they are in reality

different, that which we have recognized to be true of only one of

them’.1 The age of resemblance is drawing to a close. It is leaving
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nothing behind it but games. Games whose powers of enchantment

grow out of the new kinship between resemblance and illusion; the

chimeras of similitude loom up on all sides, but they are recognized as

chimeras; it is the privileged age of trompe-l’œil painting, of the comic

illusion, of the play that duplicates itself by representing another play,

of the quid pro quo, of dreams and visions; it is the age of the deceiving

senses; it is the age in which the poetic dimension of language is

defined by metaphor, simile, and allegory. And it was also in the nature

of things that the knowledge of the sixteenth century should leave

behind it the distorted memory of a muddled and disordered body of

learning in which all the things in the world could be linked indis-

criminately to men’s experiences, traditions, or credulities. From then

on, the noble, rigorous, and restrictive figures of similitude were to be

forgotten. And the signs that designated them were to be thought of as

the fantasies and charms of a knowledge that had not yet attained the

age of reason.

We already find a critique of resemblance in Bacon – an empirical

critique that concerns, not the relations of order and equality between

things, but the types of mind and the forms of illusion to which they

might be subject. We are dealing with a doctrine of the quid pro quo.

Bacon does not dissipate similitudes by means of evidence and its

attendant rules. He shows them, shimmering before our eyes, vanish-

ing as one draws near, then re-forming again a moment later, a little

further off. They are idols. The idols of the den and the idols of the theatre make

us believe that things resemble what we have learned and the theories

we have formed for ourselves; other idols make us believe that things

are linked by resemblances between themselves.

The human Intellect, from its peculiar nature, easily supposes a

greater order and equality in things than it actually finds; and, while

there are many things in Nature unique, and quite irregular, still it

feigns parallels, correspondents, and relations that have no existence.

Hence that fiction, ‘that among the heavenly bodies all motion takes

place by perfect circles’.

Such are the idols of the tribe, spontaneous fictions of the mind; to which

are added – as effects and sometimes as causes – the confusions of
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language: one and the same name being applied indifferently to things

that are not of the same nature. These are the idols of the market.2 Only

prudence on the part of the mind can dissipate them, if it abjures its

natural haste and levity in order to become ‘penetrating’ and ultimately

perceive the differences inherent in nature.

The Cartesian critique of resemblance is of another type. It is no

longer sixteenth-century thought becoming troubled as it contem-

plates itself and beginning to jettison its most familiar forms; it is

Classical thought excluding resemblance as the fundamental experi-

ence and primary form of knowledge, denouncing it as a confused

mixture that must be analysed in terms of identity, difference, meas-

urement, and order. Though Descartes rejects resemblance, he does so

not by excluding the act of comparison from rational thought, nor

even by seeking to limit it, but on the contrary by universalizing it and

thereby giving it its purest form. Indeed, it is by means of comparison

that we discover ‘form, extent, movement and other such things’ – that

is to say, simple natures – in all subjects in which they may be present.

And, moreover, in a deduction of the type ‘all of A is B, all of B is C,

therefore all of A is C’, it is clear that the mind ‘makes a comparison

between the term sought and the term given, to wit A and C, with

relation to the knowledge that both are B’. In consequence, if one

makes an exception of the intuition one may have of a single thing, one

can say that all knowledge ‘is obtained by the comparison of two or

more things with each other’.3 But in fact, there can be no true

knowledge except by intuition, that is, by a singular act of pure and

attentive intelligence, and by deduction, which links the observed evi-

dence together. How then can comparison, which is required for the

acquisition of almost all knowledge and which, by definition, is nei-

ther an isolated observation nor a deduction, stand as an authority for a

true thought? ‘Almost all the labour accomplished by human reason

consists without doubt in rendering this operation possible’.4

There exist two forms of comparison, and only two: the comparison

of measurement and that of order. One can measure sizes or multipli-

cities, in other words continuous sizes or discontinuous sizes; but in

both cases the use of measurement presupposes that, unlike calcula-

tion, which proceeds from elements towards a totality, one considers

the whole first and then divides it up into parts. This division results in
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a number of units, of which some are merely conventional or ‘bor-

rowed’ (in the case of continuous size) and others (in the case of

multiplicities or discontinuous sizes) are the units of arithmetic. The

comparison of two sizes or two multiplicities requires, in any case, that

they both be analysed according to a common unit; so that comparison

effected according to measurement is reducible, in every case, to the

arithmetical relations of equality and inequality. Measurement enables

us to analyse like things according to the calculable form of identity

and difference.5

Order, on the other hand, is established without reference to an

exterior unit: ‘I can recognize, in effect, what the order is that exists

between A and B without considering anything apart from those two

outer terms’; one cannot know the order of things ‘in their isolated

nature’, but by discovering that which is the simplest, then that which

is the next simplest, one can progress inevitably to the most complex

things of all. Whereas comparison by measurement requires a division

to begin from, then the application of a common unit, here, com-

parison and order are one and the same thing: comparison by means of

order is a simple act which enables us to pass from one term to another,

then to a third, etc., by means of an ‘absolutely uninterrupted’6

movement. In this way we establish series in which the first term is a

nature that we may intuit independently of any other nature; and in

which the other terms are established according to increasing

differences.

Such, then, are the two types of comparison: the one analyses into

units in order to establish relations of equality and inequality; the other

establishes elements, the simplest that can be found, and arranges dif-

ferences according to the smallest possible degrees. Now, it is possible

to use the measurement of sizes and multiplicities in establishing an

order; arithmetical values can always be arranged according to a series;

a multiplicity of units can therefore ‘be arranged according to an order

such that the difficulty, which previously lay in the knowing of meas-

urement, comes finally to depend solely on the consideration of

order’.7 And it is precisely in this that the method and its ‘progress’

consist: the reduction of all measurement (all determination by equal-

ity and inequality) to a serial arrangement which, beginning from the

simplest, will show up all differences as degrees of complexity. After
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being analysed according to a given unit and the relations of equality

or inequality, the like is analysed according to its evident identity and

differences: differences that can be thought in the order of inferences. How-

ever, this order or generalized form of comparison can be established

only according to its position in the body of our acquired knowledge;

the absolute character we recognize in what is simple concerns not the

being of things but rather the manner in which they can be known. A

thing can be absolute according to one relation yet relative according

to others;8 order can be at once necessary and natural (in relation to

thought) and arbitrary (in relation to things), since, according to the

way in which we consider it, the same thing may be placed at differing

points in our order.

All this was of the greatest consequence to Western thought. Resem-

blance, which had for long been the fundamental category of know-

ledge – both the form and the content of what we know – became

dissociated in an analysis based on terms of identity and difference;

moreover, whether indirectly by the intermediary of measurement, or

directly and, as it were, on the same footing, comparison became a

function of order; and, lastly, comparison ceased to fulfil the function

of revealing how the world is ordered, since it was now accomplished

according to the order laid down by thought, progressing naturally

from the simple to the complex. As a result, the entire episteme of West-

ern culture found its fundamental arrangements modified. And, in

particular, the empirical domain which sixteenth-century man saw as a

complex of kinships, resemblances, and affinities, and in which lan-

guage and things were endlessly interwoven – this whole vast field was

to take on a new configuration. This new configuration may, I suppose,

be called ‘rationalism’; one might say, if one’s mind is filled with

ready-made concepts, that the seventeenth century marks the disap-

pearance of the old superstitious or magical beliefs and the entry of

nature, at long last, into the scientific order. But what we must grasp

and attempt to reconstitute are the modifications that affected know-

ledge itself, at that archaic level which makes possible both knowledge

itself and the mode of being of what is to be known.

These modifications may be summed up as follows. First, the substi-

tution of analysis for the hierarchy of analogies: in the sixteenth

century, the fundamental supposition was that of a total system of
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correspondence (earth and sky, planets and faces, microcosm and

macrocosm), and each particular similitude was then lodged within

this overall relation. From now on, every resemblance must be sub-

jected to proof by comparison, that is, it will not be accepted until its

identity and the series of its differences have been discovered by means

of measurement with a common unit, or, more radically, by its posi-

tion in an order. Furthermore, the interplay of similitudes was hitherto

infinite: it was always possible to discover new ones, and the only

limitation came from the fundamental ordering of things, from the

finitude of a world held firmly between the macrocosm and the micro-

cosm. A complete enumeration will now be possible: whether in the

form of an exhaustive census of all the elements constituting the envis-

aged whole, or in the form of a categorical arrangement that will

articulate the field of study in its totality, or in the form of an analysis

of a certain number of points, in sufficient number, taken along the

whole length of a series. Comparison, then, can attain to perfect cer-

tainty: the old system of similitudes, never complete and always open

to fresh possibilities, could, it is true, through successive confirma-

tions, achieve steadily increasing probability; but it was never certain.

Complete enumeration, and the possibility of assigning at each point

the necessary connection with the next, permit an absolutely certain

knowledge of identities and differences: ‘Enumeration alone, whatever

the question to which we are applying ourselves, will permit us always

to deliver a true and certain judgement upon it’.9 The activity of the

mind – and this is the fourth point – will therefore no longer consist in

drawing things together, in setting out on a quest for everything that might

reveal some sort of kinship, attraction, or secretly shared nature within

them, but, on the contrary, in discriminating, that is, in establishing their

identities, then the inevitability of the connections with all the succes-

sive degrees of a series. In this sense, discrimination imposes upon

comparison the primary and fundamental investigation of difference:

providing oneself by intuition with a distinct representation of things,

and apprehending clearly the inevitable connection between one elem-

ent in a series and that which immediately follows it. Lastly, a final

consequence, since to know is to discriminate, history and science will

become separated from one another. On the one hand there will be

erudition, the perusal of written works, the interplay of their authors’
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opinions; this interplay may well, in some cases, possess an indicative

value, not so much because of the agreement it produces as because of

the disagreement: ‘When the question at issue is a difficult one, it is

more probable that there were few rather than many to discover the

truth about it.’ Over against this history, and lacking any common unit

of measurement with it, are the confident judgements we are able to

make by means of intuitions and their serial connection. These and

these alone are what constitute science, and even if we had ‘read all the

arguments of Plato and Aristotle, . . . what we would have learned

would not be sciences, it appears, but history’.10 This being so, the

written word ceases to be included among the signs and forms of

truth; language is no longer one of the figurations of the world, or a

signature stamped upon things since the beginning of time. The mani-

festation and sign of truth are to be found in evident and distinct

perception. It is the task of words to translate that truth if they can; but

they no longer have the right to be considered a mark of it. Language

has withdrawn from the midst of beings themselves and has entered a

period of transparency and neutrality.

This is a general phenomenon in seventeenth-century culture – a

more general one than the particular fortunes of Cartesianism.

We must, in fact, distinguish between three things. On the one hand,

there was the mechanism that, for what was really a fairly short period

(not quite the last fifty years of the seventeenth century), offered a

theoretical model to certain fields of knowledge such as medicine or

physiology. There was also an attempt, rather diverse in the forms it

took, to mathematicize empirical knowledge; though constant and

continuous in the case of astronomy and part of physics, it was only

sporadic in other fields – sometimes actually attempted (as with Con-

dorcet), sometimes suggested as a universal ideal and a horizon for

research (as with Condillac or Destutt), and sometimes, too, rejected

even as a possibility (by Buffon, for example). But neither this

endeavour nor the attempts of mechanism should be confused with the

relation that all Classical knowledge, in its most general form, main-

tains with the mathesis, understood as a universal science of measure-

ment and order. Under cover of the empty and obscurely incantatory

phrases ‘Cartesian influence’ or ‘Newtonian model’, our historians of

ideas are in the habit of confusing these three things and defining
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Classical rationalism as the tendency to make nature mechanical and

calculable. Others are slightly more perceptive, and go to a great deal of

trouble to discover beneath this rationalism a play of ‘contrary forces’:

the forces of nature and life refusing to let themselves be reduced either

to algebra or to dynamics, and thus preserving, in the depths of Classi-

cism itself, the natural resources of the non-rationalizable. These two

forms of analysis are equally inadequate; for the fundamental element

of the Classical episteme is neither the success or failure of mechanism,

nor the right to mathematicize or the impossibility of mathematicizing

nature, but rather a link with the mathesis which, until the end of the

eighteenth century, remains constant and unaltered. This link has two

essential characteristics. The first is that relations between beings are

indeed to be conceived in the form of order and measurement, but

with this fundamental imbalance, that it is always possible to reduce

problems of measurement to problems of order. So that the relation of

all knowledge to the mathesis is posited as the possibility of establish-

ing an ordered succession between things, even non-measurable ones.

In this sense, analysis was very quickly to acquire the value of a universal

method; and the Leibnizian project of establishing a mathematics of

qualitative orders is situated at the very heart of Classical thought; its

gravitational centre. But, on the other hand, this relation to the math-

esis as a general science of order does not signify that knowledge is

absorbed into mathematics, or that the latter becomes the foundation

for all possible knowledge; on the contrary, in correlation with the

quest for a mathesis, we perceive the appearance of a certain number of

empirical fields now being formed and defined for the very first time.

In none of these fields, or almost none, is it possible to find any trace of

mechanism or mathematicization; and yet they all rely for their founda-

tion upon a possible science of order. Although they were all depend-

ent upon analysis in general, their particular instrument was not the

algebraic method but the system of signs. So there first appeared general

grammar, natural history, and the analysis of wealth, all sciences of

order in the domain of words, beings, and needs; and none of these

empirical studies, new in the Classical period and co-extensive with it

in duration (their chronological frontiers are marked by Lancelot and

Bopp, Ray and Cuvier, Petty and Ricardo, the first group writing around

1660 and the second around 1800–10), could have been founded
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without the relation that the entire episteme of Western culture main-

tained at that time with a universal science of order.

This relation to Order is as essential to the Classical age as the relation

to Interpretation was to the Renaissance. And just as interpretation in the

sixteenth century, with its superimposition of a semiology upon a

hermeneutics, was essentially a knowledge based upon similitude, so

the ordering of things by means of signs constitutes all empirical forms

of knowledge as knowledge based upon identity and difference. The

simultaneously endless and closed, full and tautological world of

resemblance now finds itself dissociated and, as it were, split down the

middle: on the one side, we shall find the signs that have become tools

of analysis, marks of identity and difference, principles whereby things

can be reduced to order, keys for a taxonomy; and, on the other, the

empirical and murmuring resemblance of things, that unreacting

similitude that lies beneath thought and furnishes the infinite raw

material for divisions and distributions. On the one hand, the general

theory of signs, divisions, and classifications; on the other, the problem

of immediate resemblances, of the spontaneous movement of the

imagination, of nature’s repetitions. And between the two, the new

forms of knowledge that occupy the area opened up by this new split.

III THE REPRESENTATION OF THE SIGN

What is a sign in the Classical age? For what was altered in the first half

of the seventeenth century, and for a long time to come – perhaps right

up to our own day – was the entire organization of signs, the condi-

tions under which they exercise their strange function; it is this, among

so many other things one knows or sees, that causes them to emerge

suddenly as signs; it is their very being. On the threshold of the Clas-

sical age, the sign ceases to be a form of the world; and it ceases to be

bound to what it marks by the solid and secret bonds of resemblance or

affinity.

Classical thought defines it according to three variables.11 First,

the certainty of the relation: a sign may be so constant that one can be

sure of its accuracy (in the sense that breathing denotes life), but it may

also be simply probable (in the sense that pallor probably denotes

pregnancy). Second, the type of relation: a sign may belong to the
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whole that it denotes (in the sense that a healthy appearance is part of

the health it denotes) or be separate from it (in the sense that the

figures of the Old Testament are distant signs of the Incarnation and

Redemption). Third, the origin of the relation: a sign may be natural

(in the sense that a reflection in a mirror denotes that which it reflects)

or conventional (in the sense that a word may signify an idea to a given

group of men). None of these forms of relation necessarily implies

resemblance; even the natural sign does not require that: a cry is a

spontaneous sign of fear, but not analogous to it; or again, as Berkeley

puts it, visual sensations are signs of touch established in us by God, yet

they do not resemble it in any way.12 These three variables replace

resemblance in defining the sign’s efficacity in the domains of

empirical knowledge.

1. The sign, since it is always either certain or probable, should find

its area of being within knowledge. In the sixteenth century, signs were

thought to have been placed upon things so that men might be able to

uncover their secrets, their nature or their virtues; but this discovery

was merely the ultimate purpose of signs, the justification of their

presence; it was a possible way of using them, and no doubt the best;

but they did not need to be known in order to exist: even if they

remained silent, even if no one were to perceive them, they were just as

much there. It was not knowledge that gave them their signifying func-

tion, but the very language of things. From the seventeenth century

onward, the whole domain of the sign is divided between the certain

and the probable: that is to say, there can no longer be an unknown

sign, a mute mark. This is not because men are in possession of all the

possible signs, but because there can be no sign until there exists a

known possibility of substitution between two known elements. The sign

does not wait in silence for the coming of a man capable of recognizing

it: it can be constituted only by an act of knowing.

It is here that knowledge breaks off its old kinship with divinatio. The

latter always presupposed signs anterior to it: so that knowledge always

resided entirely in the opening up of a discovered, affirmed, or secretly

transmitted, sign. Its task was to uncover a language which God had

previously distributed across the face of the earth; it is in this sense that

it was the divination of an essential implication, and that the object of

its divination was divine. From now on, however, it is within knowledge
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itself that the sign is to perform its signifying function; it is from

knowledge that it will borrow its certainty or its probability. And

though God still employs signs to speak to us through nature, he is

making use of our knowledge, and of the relations that are set up

between our impressions, in order to establish in our minds a relation

of signification. Such is the role of feeling in Malebranche or of

sensation in Berkeley; in natural judgement, in feeling, in visual

impressions, and in the perception of the third dimension, what we

are dealing with are hasty and confused, but pressing, inevitable, and

obligatory kinds of knowledge serving as signs for discursive kinds of

knowledge which we humans, because we are not pure intelligences,

no longer have the time or the permission to attain to ourselves and by

the unaided strength of our own minds. In Malebranche and Berkeley,

the sign arranged by God is the cunning and thoughtful super-

imposition of two kinds of knowledge. There is no longer any divinatio

involved – no insertion of knowledge in the enigmatic, open, and

sacred area of signs – but a brief and concentrated kind of knowledge:

the contraction of a long sequence of judgements into the rapidly

assimilated form of the sign. And it will also be seen how, by a reversal

of direction, knowledge, having enclosed the signs within its own

space, is now able to accommodate probability: between one impres-

sion and another the relation will be that of sign to signified, in other

words, a relation which, like that of succession, will progress from the

weakest probability towards the greatest certainty.

The connection of ideas does not imply the relation of cause and effect,

but only of a mark or sign with the thing signified. The fire which I see is

not the cause of the pain I suffer upon my approaching it, but the mark

that forewarns me of it.13

The knowledge that divined, at random, signs that were absolute and

older than itself has been replaced by a network of signs built up step

by step in accordance with a knowledge of what is probable. Hume has

become possible.

2. The second variable of the sign: the form of its relation with what

it signifies. By means of the interplay of conveniency, emulation, and

above all sympathy, similitude was able in the sixteenth century to
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triumph over space and time; for it was within the power of the sign to

draw things together and unite them. With the advent of Classical

thought, on the other hand, the sign becomes characterized by its

essential dispersion. The circular world of converging signs is replaced

by an infinite progression. Within this space, the sign can have one of

two positions: either it can be claimed, as an element, to be part of that

which it serves to designate; or else it is really and actually separated

from what it serves to designate. The truth is, however, that this alterna-

tive is not a radical one, since the sign, in order to function, must be

simultaneously an insertion in that which it signifies and also distinct

from it. For the sign to be, in effect, what it is, it must be presented as

an object of knowledge at the same time as that which it signifies. As

Condillac points out, a sound could never become the verbal sign of

something for a child unless the child had heard it at least once at the

moment of perceiving the object.14 But if one element of a percep-

tion is to become a sign for it, it is not enough merely for that element

to be part of the perception; it must be differentiated qua element and

be distinguished from the total impression with which it is confusedly

linked; consequently, that total impression itself must have been

divided up, and attention must have been directed towards one of the

intermingled regions composing it, in order to isolate one of them.

The constitution of the sign is thus inseparable from analysis. Indeed, it

is the result of it, since without analysis the sign could not become

apparent. But it is also the instrument of analysis, since once defined

and isolated it can be applied to further impressions; and in relation to

them it plays the role of a grid, as it were. Because the mind analyses,

the sign appears. Because the mind has signs at its disposal, analysis

never ceases. It is understandable why, from Condillac to Destutt de

Tracy and Gerando, the general theory of signs and the definition of the

power of analysis of thought were so exactly superimposed to form a

single and unbroken theory of knowledge.

When the Logique de Port-Royal states that a sign can be inherent in what

it designates or separate from it, it is demonstrating that the sign, in the

Classical age, is charged no longer with the task of keeping the world

close to itself and inherent in its own forms, but, on the contrary, with

that of spreading it out, of juxtaposing it over an indefinitely open

surface, and of taking up from that point the endless deployment of the
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substitutes in which we conceive of it. And it is by this means that it is

offered simultaneously to analysis and to combination, and can be

ordered from beginning to end. The sign in Classical thought does not

erase distances or abolish time: on the contrary, it enables one to

unfold them and to traverse them step by step. It is the sign that enables

things to become distinct, to preserve themselves within their own

identities, to dissociate themselves or bind themselves together.

Western reason is entering the age of judgement.

3. There remains a third variable: the one that can assume the two

values of nature and of convention. It had long been known – and well

before Plato’s Cratylus – that signs can be either given by nature or

established by man. Nor was the sixteenth century ignorant of this fact,

since it recognized human languages to be instituted signs. But the

artificial signs owed their power only to their fidelity to natural signs.

These latter, even at a remove, were the foundation of all others. From

the seventeenth century, the values allotted to nature and convention in

this field are inverted: if natural, a sign is no more than an element

selected from the world of things and constituted as a sign by our

knowledge. It is therefore strictly limited, rigid, inconvenient, and

impossible for the mind to master. When, on the other hand, one

establishes a conventional sign, it is always possible (and indeed neces-

sary) to choose it in such a way that it will be simple, easy to remem-

ber, applicable to an indefinite number of elements, susceptible of

subdivision within itself and of combination with other signs; the

man-made sign is the sign at the peak of its activity. It is the man-made

sign that draws the dividing-line between man and animal; that trans-

forms imagination into voluntary memory, spontaneous attention into

reflection, and instinct into rational knowledge.15 It is also what

Itard found lacking in the ‘wild man of Aveyron’.16 Natural signs are

merely rudimentary sketches for these conventional signs, the vague

and distant design that can be realized only by the establishment of

arbitrariness.

But this arbitrariness is measured by its function; and has its rules

very exactly defined by that function. An arbitrary system of signs must

permit the analysis of things into their simplest elements; it must be

capable of decomposing them into their very origins; but it must also

demonstrate how combinations of those elements are possible, and
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permit the ideal genesis of the complexity of things. ‘Arbitrary’ stands

in opposition to ‘natural’ only if one is attempting to designate the

manner in which signs have been established. But this arbitrariness is

also the grid of analysis and the combinative space through which

nature is to posit itself as that which it is – at the level of primal

impressions and in all the possible forms of their combination. In its

perfect state, the system of signs is that simple, absolutely transparent

language which is capable of naming what is elementary; it is also that

complex of operations which defines all possible conjunctions. To our

eyes, this search for origins and this calculus of combinations appear

incompatible, and we are only too ready to interpret them as an ambi-

guity in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century thought. The same is true

of the interaction between the system and nature. In fact, there is no

contradiction at all for thought at that time. More precisely, there exists

a single, necessary arrangement running through the whole of the

Classical episteme: the association of a universal calculus and a search for

the elementary within a system that is artificial and is, for that very

reason, able to make nature visible from its primary elements right to

the simultaneity of all their possible combinations. In the Classical age,

to make use of signs is not, as it was in preceding centuries, to attempt

to rediscover beneath them the primitive text of a discourse sustained,

and retained, forever; it is an attempt to discover the arbitrary language

that will authorize the deployment of nature within its space, the final

terms of its analysis and the laws of its composition. It is no longer the

task of knowledge to dig out the ancient Word from the unknown

places where it may be hidden; its job now is to fabricate a language,

and to fabricate it well – so that, as an instrument of analysis and

combination, it will really be the language of calculation.

It is now possible to define the instruments laid down for the use of

Classical thought by the sign system. It was this system that introduced

into knowledge probability, analysis, and combination, and the justi-

fied arbitrariness of the system. It was the sign system that gave rise

simultaneously to the search for origins and to calculability; to the

constitution of tables that would fix the possible compositions, and to

the restitution of a genesis on the basis of the simplest elements; it was

the sign system that linked all knowledge to a language, and sought to

replace all languages with a system of artificial symbols and operations
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of a logical nature. At the level of the history of opinions, all this would

appear, no doubt, as a tangled network of influences in which the

individual parts played by Hobbes, Berkeley, Leibniz, Condillac, and

the ‘Idéologues’ would be revealed. But if we question Classical

thought at the level of what, archaeologically, made it possible, we

perceive that the dissociation of the sign and resemblance in the early

seventeenth century caused these new forms – probability, analysis,

combination, and universal language system – to emerge, not as suc-

cessive themes engendering one another or driving one another out,

but as a single network of necessities. And it was this network that

made possible the individuals we term Hobbes, Berkeley, Hume, or

Condillac.

IV DUPLICATED REPRESENTATION

However, the property of signs most fundamental to the Classical epis-

teme has not yet been mentioned. Indeed, the very fact that the sign can

be more or less probable, more or less distant from what it signifies,

that it can be either natural or arbitrary, without its nature or its value

as a sign being affected – all this shows clearly enough that the relation

of the sign to its content is not guaranteed by the order of things in

themselves. The relation of the sign to the signified now resides in a

space in which there is no longer any intermediary figure to connect

them: what connects them is a bond established, inside knowledge,

between the idea of one thing and the idea of another. The Logique de Port-Royal

states this as follows: ‘The sign encloses two ideas, one of the thing

representing, the other of the thing represented; and its nature consists

in exciting the first by means of the second’.17 This dual theory of

the sign is in unequivocal opposition to the more complex organiza-

tion of the Renaissance; at that time, the theory of the sign implied

three quite distinct elements: that which was marked, that which did

the marking, and that which made it possible to see in the first the

mark of the second; and this last element was, of course, resemblance:

the sign provided a mark exactly in so far as it was ‘almost the same

thing’ as that which it designated. It is this unitary and triple system

that disappears at the same time as ‘thought by resemblance’, and is

replaced by a strictly binary organization.
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But there is one condition that must be fulfilled if the sign is indeed

to be this pure duality. In its simple state as an idea, or an image, or a

perception, associated with or substituted for another, the signifying

element is not a sign. It can become a sign only on condition that it

manifests, in addition, the relation that links it to what it signifies. It

must represent; but that representation, in turn, must also be repre-

sented within it. This is a condition indispensable to the binary organ-

ization of the sign, and one that the Logique de Port-Royal sets forth even

before telling us what a sign is: ‘When one looks at a certain object

only in so far as it represents another, the idea one has of it is the idea of

a sign, and that first object is called a sign’.18 The signifying idea

becomes double, since superimposed upon the idea that is replacing

another there is also the idea of its representative power. This appears to

give us three terms: the idea signified, the idea signifying, and, within

this second term, the idea of its role as representation. What we are

faced with here is not, however, a surreptitious return to a ternary

system, but rather an inevitable displacement within the two-term

figure, which moves backward in relation to itself and comes to reside

entirely within the signifying element. In fact, the signifying element

has no content, no function, and no determination other than what it

represents: it is entirely ordered upon and transparent to it. But this

content is indicated only in a representation that posits itself as such,

and that which is signified resides, without residuum and without

opacity, within the representation of the sign. It is characteristic that

the first example of a sign given by the Logique de Port-Royal is not the

word, nor the cry, nor the symbol, but the spatial and graphic represen-

tation – the drawing as map or picture. This is because the picture has

no other content in fact than that which it represents, and yet that

content is made visible only because it is represented by a representa-

tion. The binary arrangement of the sign, as it appears in the seven-

teenth century, replaces an organization which, in different modes,

had been ternary ever since the time of the Stoics, and even since the

first Greek grammarians; and this new binary arrangement presup-

poses that the sign is a duplicated representation doubled over upon

itself. An idea can be the sign of another, not only because a bond

of representation can be established between them, but also because

this representation can always be represented within the idea that is
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representing. Or again, because representation in its peculiar essence is

always perpendicular to itself: it is at the same time indication and appear-

ance; a relation to an object and a manifestation of itself. From the

Classical age, the sign is the representativity of the representation in so far

as it is representable.

This has very considerable consequences. First, the importance of

signs in Classical thought. Before, they were means of knowing and the

keys to knowledge; now, they are co-extensive with representation, that

is, with thought as a whole; they reside within it but they run through

its entire extent. Whenever one representation is linked to another and

represents that link within itself, there is a sign: the abstract idea signi-

fies the concrete perception from which it has been formed (Con-

dillac); the general idea is no more than a particular idea serving as a

sign for other particular ideas (Berkeley); imaginings are signs of the

perceptions from which they arose (Hume, Condillac); sensations are

signs of one another (Berkeley, Condillac); and, finally, it is possible

that sensations may themselves be (as in Berkeley) signs of what God

wishes to tell us, which would make them, as it were, signs for a

complex of signs. Analysis of representation and the theory of signs

interpenetrate one another absolutely; and when the day came, at the

end of the eighteenth century, for Ideology to raise the question of

whether the idea or the sign should be accorded primacy, when Des-

tutt could reproach Gerando for having created a theory of signs before

defining the idea,19 this meant that their immediate link was already

becoming confused, and that idea and sign would soon cease to be

perfectly transparent to one another.

A second consequence: this universal extension of the sign within

the field of representation precludes even the possibility of a theory of

signification. For to ask ourselves questions about what signification is

presupposes that it is a determinate form in our consciousness. But if

phenomena are posited only in a representation that, in itself and

because of its own representability, is wholly a sign, then signification

cannot constitute a problem. Moreover, it is not even visible. All repre-

sentations are interconnected as signs; all together, they form, as it

were, an immense network; each one posits itself in its transparency as

the sign of what it represents; and yet – or rather, by this very fact – no

specific activity of consciousness can ever constitute a signification. No
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doubt it is because Classical thought about representation excludes any

analysis of signification that we today, who conceive of signs only

upon the basis of such an analysis, have so much trouble, despite the

evidence, in recognizing that Classical philosophy, from Malebranche

to Ideology, was through and through a philosophy of the sign.

No meaning exterior or anterior to the sign; no implicit presence of

a previous discourse that must be reconstituted in order to reveal the

autochthonous meaning of things. Nor, on the other hand, any act

constitutive of signification or any genesis interior to consciousness.

This is because there is no intermediary element, no opacity interven-

ing between the sign and its content. Signs, therefore, have no other

laws than those that may govern their contents: any analysis of signs is

at the same time, and without need for further inquiry, the decipher-

ment of what they are trying to say. Inversely, the discovery of what is

signified is nothing more than a reflection upon the signs that indicate

it. As in the sixteenth century, ‘semiology’ and ‘hermeneutics’ are

superimposed – but in a different form. In the Classical age they no

longer meet and join in the third element of resemblance; their con-

nection lies in that power proper to representation of representing

itself. There will therefore be no theory of signs separate and differing

from an analysis of meaning. Yet the system does grant a certain privil-

ege to the former over the latter; since it does not accord that which is

signified a nature different from that accorded to the sign, meaning

cannot be anything more than the totality of the signs arranged in their

progression; it will be given in the complete table of signs. But, on the

other hand, the complete network of signs is linked together and

articulated according to patterns proper to meaning. The table of the

signs will be the image of the things. Though the meaning itself is

entirely on the side of the sign, its functioning is entirely on the side of

that which is signified. This is why the analysis of language, from

Lancelot to Destutt de Tracy, is conducted on the basis of an abstract

theory of verbal signs and in the form of a general grammar: but it

always takes the meaning of words as its guiding thread; it is also why

natural history manifests itself as an analysis of the characters of living

beings, and why, nevertheless, the taxonomies used, artificial though

they may be, are always intended to unite with the natural order, or at

least to dissociate it as little as possible; it is also why the analysis of
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wealth is conducted on the basis of money and exchange, but value is

always based upon need. In the Classical age, the pure science of signs

has value as the direct discourse of that which is signified.

Finally, a third consequence, which probably extends up to our own

time: the binary theory of the sign, the theory upon which the whole

general science of the sign has been founded since the seventeenth

century, is linked according to a fundamental relation with a general

theory of representation. If the sign is the pure and simple connection

between what signifies and what is signified (a connection that may be

arbitrary or not, voluntary or imposed, individual or collective), then

the relation can be established only within the general element of

representation: the signifying element and the signified element are

linked only in so far as they are (or have been or can be) represented,

and in so far as the one actually represents the other. It was therefore

necessary that the Classical theory of the sign should provide itself with

an ‘ideology’ to serve as its foundation and philosophical justification,

that is, a general analysis of all forms of representation, from elemen-

tary sensation to the abstract and complex idea. It was also necessary

that Saussure, rediscovering the project of a general semiology, should

have given the sign a definition that could seem ‘psychologistic’ (the

linking of a concept and an image): this is because he was in fact

rediscovering the Classical condition for conceiving of the binary

nature of the sign.

V THE IMAGINATION OF RESEMBLANCE

So signs are now set free from that teeming world throughout which

the Renaissance had distributed them. They are lodged henceforth

within the confines of representation, in the interstices of ideas, in that

narrow space in which they interact with themselves in a perpetual

state of decomposition and recomposition. As for similitude, it is now

a spent force, outside the realm of knowledge. It is merely empiricism

in its most unrefined form; like Hobbes, one can no longer ‘regard it as

being a part of philosophy’, unless it has first been erased in its inexact

form of resemblance and transformed by knowledge into a relationship

of equality or order. And yet similitude is still an indispensable border

of knowledge. For no equality or relation of order can be established
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between two things unless their resemblance has at least occasioned

their comparison. Hume placed the relation of identity among those

‘philosophical’ relations that presuppose reflection; whereas, for him,

resemblance belonged to natural relations, to those that constrain our

minds by means of an inevitable but ‘calm force’.

Let the philosopher pride himself on his precision as much as he

will . . . I nevertheless dare defy him to make a single step in his

progress without the aid of resemblance. Throw but one glance upon

the metaphysical aspect of the sciences, even the least abstract of

them, and then tell me whether the general inductions that are derived

from particular facts, or rather the kinds themselves, the species and

all abstract notions, can be formed otherwise than by means of

resemblance.20

At the border of knowledge, similitude is that barely sketched form,

that rudimentary relation which knowledge must overlay to its full

extent, but which continues, indefinitely, to reside below knowledge

in the manner of a mute and ineffaceable necessity.

As in the sixteenth century, resemblance and sign respond inevitably

to one another, but in a new way. Whereas similitude once required a

mark in order for its secret to be uncovered, it is now the undifferenti-

ated, shifting, unstable base upon which knowledge can establish its

relations, its measurements, and its identities. This results in a double

reversal: first, because it is the sign – and with it the whole of discursive

knowledge – that requires a basis of similitude, and, second, because it

is no longer a question of making a previous content manifest to know-

ledge but of providing a content that will be able to offer a ground

upon which forms of knowledge can be applied. Whereas in the six-

teenth century resemblance was the fundamental relation of being to

itself, and the hinge of the whole world, in the Classical age it is the

simplest form in which what is to be known, and what is furthest from

knowledge itself, appears. It is through resemblance that representation

can be known, that is, compared with other representations that may

be similar to it, analysed into elements (elements common to it and

other representations), combined with those representations that may

present partial identities, and finally laid out into an ordered table.
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Similitude in Classical philosophy (that is, in a philosophy of analysis)

plays a role parallel to that which will be played by diversity in critical

thought and the philosophies of judgement.

In this limiting and conditional position (that without which and

beyond which one cannot know), resemblance is situated on the side

of imagination, or, more exactly, it can be manifested only by virtue of

imagination, and imagination, in turn, can be exercised only with the

aid of resemblance. And, in effect, if we suppose in the uninterrupted

chain of representation certain impressions, the very simplest that can

be, without the slightest degree of resemblance between them, then

there would be no possibility whatever of the second recalling the first,

causing it to reappear, and thus authorizing its representation in the

imagination; those impressions would succeed one another in the most

total differentiation – so total that it could not even be perceived, since

no representation would be able to immobilize itself in one place,

reanimate a former one, and juxtapose itself to it so as to give rise to a

comparison; even that tiny overlap of identity necessary for all differen-

tiation would not be provided. Perpetual change would pass before us

without guidelines and in perpetual monotony. If representation did

not possess the obscure power of making a past impression present

once more, then no impression would ever appear as either similar to

or dissimilar from a previous one. This power of recall implies at least

the possibility of causing two impressions to appear as quasi-likenesses

(as neighbours or contemporaries, existing in almost the same way)

when one of those impressions only is present, while the other has

ceased, perhaps a long time ago, to exist. Without imagination, there

would be no resemblance between things.

The double requisite is patent. There must be, in the things repre-

sented, the insistent murmur of resemblance; there must be, in the

representation, the perpetual possibility of imaginative recall. And nei-

ther of these requisites can dispense with the other, which completes

and confronts it. Hence the two directions of analysis followed

throughout the Classical age, consistently drawing closer and closer

together until finally, in the second half of the eighteenth century, they

were able to express their common truth in Ideology. On the one hand,

we find the analysis that provides an account of the inversion of the

series of representations to form a non-actual but simultaneous table
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of comparisons: the analysis of impressions, of reminiscence, of

imagination, of memory, of all that involuntary background which is,

as it were, the mechanics of the image in time. And, on the other hand,

there is the analysis that gives an account of the resemblance between

things – of their resemblance before their reduction to order, their

decomposition into identical and different elements, the tabular

redistribution of their unordered similitudes. Why is it, then, that

things are given in an overlapping mixture, in an interpenetrating

jumble in which their essential order is confused, yet still visible

enough to show through in the form of resemblances, vague simili-

tudes, and allusive opportunities for a memory on the alert? The first

series of problems corresponds roughly with the analytic of imagination, as

a positive power to transform the linear time of representation into a

simultaneous space containing virtual elements; the second corre-

sponds roughly with the analysis of nature, including the lacunae, the

disorders that confuse the tabulation of beings and scatter it into a

series of representations that vaguely, and from a distance, resemble

one another.

Now, these two opposing stages (the first the negative one of the

disorder in nature and in our impressions, the other the positive one of

the power to reconstitute order out of those impressions) are united in

the idea of a ‘genesis’. And this in two possible ways. Either the nega-

tive stage (that of disorder and vague resemblance) is attributed to the

imagination itself, which then exercises a double function: if it is able

to restore order solely by duplicating representation, it is able to do so

only in so far as it would prevent us from perceiving directly, and in

their analytic truth, the identities and differences of things. The power

of imagination is only the inverse, the other side, of its defect. It exists

within man, at the suture of body and soul. It is there that Descartes,

Malebranche, and Spinoza analysed it, both as the locus of error and

as the power of attaining to truth, even mathematical truth; they

recognized in it the stigma of finitude, whether as the sign of a fall

outside the area of intelligibility or as the mark of a limited nature.

Alternatively, the positive stage of imagination can be attributed to

shifting resemblances and the vague murmur of similitudes. It is the

disorder of nature due to its own history, to its catastrophes, or perhaps

merely to its jumbled plurality, which is no longer capable of
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providing representation with anything but things that resemble one

another. So that representation, perpetually bound to contents so very

close to one another, repeats itself, recalls itself, duplicates itself quite

naturally, causes almost identical impressions to arise again and again,

and engenders imagination. It was in just this proliferation of a nature

that is multiple, yet obscurely and irrationally re-created, in the enig-

matic fact of a nature that prior to all order resembles itself, that

Condillac and Hume sought for the link between resemblance and

imagination. Their solutions were strictly contradictory, but they were

both answers to the same problem. It is in any case understandable that

the second type of analysis should have so easily been deployed in the

mythical form of the first man (Rousseau), or that of the awakening

consciousness (Condillac), or that of the stranger suddenly thrust into

the world (Hume): this genesis functioned exactly instead of and in

place of Genesis itself.

One further remark. Though the notions of nature and human

nature have a certain importance in the Classical age, this is not because

the hidden and inexhaustibly rich source of power which we call

nature had suddenly been discovered as a field for empirical inquiry;

nor is it because a tiny, singular, and complex subregion called human

nature had been isolated within this vast field of nature. In fact, these

two concepts function in such a way as to guarantee the kinship, the

reciprocal bond, between imagination and resemblance. It is true that

imagination is apparently only one of the properties of human nature,

and resemblance one of the effects of nature; but if we follow the

archaeological network that provides Classical thought with its laws,

we see quite clearly that human nature resides in that narrow overlap of

representation which permits it to represent itself to itself (all human

nature is there: just enough outside representation for it to present

itself again, in the blank space that separates the presence of representa-

tion and the ‘re-’ of its repetition); and that nature is nothing but the

impalpable confusion within representation that makes the resem-

blance there perceptible before the order of the identities is yet visible.

Nature and human nature, within the general configuration of the

episteme, permit the reconciliation of resemblance and imagination that

provides a foundation for, and makes possible, all the empirical

sciences of order.
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In the sixteenth century, resemblance was linked to a system of

signs; and it was the interpretation of those signs that opened up the

field of concrete knowledge. From the seventeenth century, resem-

blance was pushed out to the boundaries of knowledge, towards the

humblest and basest of its frontiers. There, it links up with imagination,

with doubtful repetitions, with misty analogies. And instead of open-

ing up the way to a science of interpretation, it implies a genesis that

leads from those unrefined forms of the Same to the great tables of

knowledge developed according to the forms of identity, of difference,

and of order. The project of a science of order, with a foundation such

as it had in the seventeenth century, carried the implication that it had

to be paralleled by an accompanying genesis of consciousness, as

indeed it was, effectively and uninterruptedly, from Locke to the

‘Idéologues’.

VI MATHESIS AND ‘TAXINOMIA’

The project of a general science of order; a theory of signs analysing

representation; the arrangement of identities and differences into

ordered tables: these constituted an area of empiricity in the Classical

age that had not existed until the end of the Renaissance and that was

destined to disappear early in the nineteenth century. It is so difficult

for us to reinstate now, and so thickly overlaid by the system of positivi-

ties to which our own knowledge belongs, that it has for long passed

unperceived. It is distorted and masked by the use of categories and

patterns that are our own. An attempt is apparently being made to

reconstitute what the ‘sciences of life’, of ‘nature’ or ‘man’, were, in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while it is quite simply for-

gotten that man and life and nature are none of them domains that

present themselves to the curiosity of knowledge spontaneously and

passively.

What makes the totality of the Classical episteme possible is primarily

the relation to a knowledge of order. When dealing with the ordering

of simple natures, one has recourse to a mathesis, of which the uni-

versal method is algebra. When dealing with the ordering of complex

natures (representations in general, as they are given in experience),

one has to constitute a taxinomia, and to do that one has to establish a
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system of signs. These signs are to the order of composite natures what

algebra is to the order of simple natures. But in so far as empirical

representations must be analysable into simple natures, it is clear that

the taxinomia relates wholly to the mathesis; on the other hand, since the

perception of proofs is only one particular case of representation in

general, one can equally well say that mathesis is only one particular

case of taxinomia. Similarly, the signs established by thought itself consti-

tute, as it were, an algebra of complex representations; and algebra,

inversely, is a method of providing simple natures with signs and of

operating upon those signs. We therefore have the arrangement shown

below:

But that is not all. Taxinomia also implies a certain continuum of

things (a non-discontinuity, a plenitude of being) and a certain power

of the imagination that renders apparent what is not, but makes pos-

sible, by this very fact, the revelation of that continuity. The possibility

of a science of empirical orders requires, therefore, an analysis of

knowledge – an analysis that must show how the hidden (and as it

were confused) continuity of being can be reconstituted by means of

the temporal connection provided by discontinuous representations.

Hence the necessity, constantly manifested throughout the Classical

age, of questioning the origin of knowledge. In fact, these empirical

analyses are not in opposition to the project of a universal mathesis, in

the sense that scepticism is to rationalism; they were already included

in the requisites of a knowledge that is no longer posited as experience

of the Same but as the establishment of Order. Thus, at the two extrem-

ities of the Classical episteme, we have a mathesis as the science of calcul-

able order and a genesis as the analysis of the constitution of orders on

the basis of empirical series. On the one hand, we have a utilization

of the symbols of possible operations upon identities and differences;

on the other, we have an analysis of the marks progressively imprinted
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in the mind by the resemblances between things and the retrospective

action of imagination. Between the mathesis and the genesis there extends

the region of signs – of signs that span the whole domain of empirical

representation, but never extend beyond it. Hedged in by calculus and

genesis, we have the area of the table. This kind of knowledge involves

the allotting of a sign to all that our representation can present us with:

perceptions, thoughts, desires; these signs must have a value as char-

acters, that is, they must articulate the representation as a whole into

distinct subregions, all separated from one another by assignable

characteristics; in this way they authorize the establishment of a simul-

taneous system according to which the representations express their

proximity and their distance, their adjacency and their separateness –

and therefore the network, which, outside chronology, makes patent

their kinship and reinstates their relations of order within a permanent

area. In this manner the table of identities and differences may be

drawn up.

It is in this area that we encounter natural history – the science of the

characters that articulate the continuity and the tangle of nature. It is

also in this area that we encounter the theory of money and the theory of

value – the science of the signs that authorize exchange and permit the

establishment of equivalences between men’s needs or desires. Lastly, it

is also in this region that we find general grammar – the science of the

signs by means of which men group together their individual percep-

tions and pattern the continuous flow of their thoughts. Despite their

differences, these three domains existed in the Classical age only in so

far as the fundamental area of the ordered table was established

between the calculation of equalities and the genesis of representations.

It is patent that these three notions – mathesis, taxinomia, genesis – desig-

nate not so much separate domains as a solid grid of kinships that

defines the general configuration of knowledge in the Classical age.

Taxinomia is not in opposition to mathesis: it resides within it and is

distinguished from it; for it too is a science of order – a qualitative

mathesis. But understood in the strict sense mathesis is a science of

equalities, and therefore of attributions and judgements; it is the

science of truth. Taxinomia, on the other hand, treats of identities and

differences; it is the science of articulations and classifications; it is the

knowledge of beings. In the same way, genesis is contained within
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taxinomia, or at least finds in it its primary possibility. But taxinomia

establishes the table of visible differences; genesis presupposes a pro-

gressive series; the first treats of signs in their spatial simultaneity, as a

syntax; the second divides them up into an analogon of time, as a

chronology. In relation to mathesis, taxinomia functions as an ontology

confronted by an apophantics; confronted by genesis, it functions as a

semiology confronted by history. It defines, then, the general law of

beings, and at the same time the conditions under which it is possible

to know them. Hence the fact that the theory of signs in the Classical

period was able to support simultaneously both a science with a dog-

matic approach, which purported to be a knowledge of nature itself,

and a philosophy of representation, which, in the course of time,

became more and more nominalist and more and more sceptical.

Hence, too, the fact that such an arrangement has disappeared so com-

pletely that later ages have lost even the memory of its existence; this is

because after the Kantian critique, and all that occurred in Western

culture at the end of the eighteenth century, a new type of division was

established: on the one hand mathesis was regrouped so as to consti-

tute an apophantics and an ontology, and it is in this form that it has

dominated the formal disciplines right up to our day; on the other

hand, history and semiology (the latter absorbed, moreover, by the

former) united to form those interpretative disciplines whose power

has extended from Schleiermacher to Nietzsche and Freud.

In any case, the Classical episteme can be defined in its most general

arrangement in terms of the articulated system of a mathesis, a taxinomia,

and a genetic analysis. The sciences always carry within themselves the

project, however remote it may be, of an exhaustive ordering of the

world; they are always directed, too, towards the discovery of simple

elements and their progressive combination; and at their centre they

form a table on which knowledge is displayed in a system contempor-

ary with itself. The centre of knowledge, in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries, is the table. As for the great controversies that occupied

men’s minds, these are accommodated quite naturally in the folds of

this organization.

It is quite possible to write a history of thought in the Classical

period using these controversies as starting-points or themes. But one

would then be writing only a history of opinions, that is, of the choices
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operated according to individuals, environments, social groups; and

a whole method of inquiry is thereby implied. If one wishes to

undertake an archaeological analysis of knowledge itself, it is not these

celebrated controversies that ought to be used as the guidelines and

articulation of such a project. One must reconstitute the general system

of thought whose network, in its positivity, renders an interplay of

simultaneous and apparently contradictory opinions possible. It is

this network that defines the conditions that make a controversy or

problem possible, and that bears the historicity of knowledge. If the

Western world did battle with itself in order to know whether life was

nothing but movement or whether nature was sufficiently well ordered

to prove the existence of God, it was not because a problem had been

opened up; it was because, after dispersing the undefined circle of

signs and resemblances, and before organizing the series of causality

and history, the episteme of Western culture had opened up an area to

form a table over which it wandered endlessly, from the calculable

forms of order to the analysis of the most complex representations.

And we see the marks of this movement on the historical surface of the

themes, controversies, problems, and preferences of opinion. Acquired

learning spanned from one end to the other a ‘space of knowledge’

which had suddenly appeared in the seventeenth century and which

was not to be closed again until a hundred and fifty years later.

We must now undertake the analysis of this tabulated space, in those

subregions in which it is visible in its clearest form, that is, in the

theories of language, classification, and money.

It may be objected that the mere fact of attempting to analyse general

grammar, natural history, and economics simultaneously and en bloc –

by relating them to a general theory of signs and representation –

presupposes a question that could originate only in our own century. It

is true that the Classical age was no more able than any other culture to

circumscribe or name its own general system of knowledge. But that

system was in fact sufficiently constricting to cause the visible forms of

knowledge to trace their kinships upon it themselves, as though

methods, concepts, types of analysis, acquired experiences, minds, and

finally men themselves, had all been displaced at the behest of a fun-

damental network defining the implicit but inevitable unity of know-

ledge. History has provided us with innumerable examples of these
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displacements. The connecting paths between the theories of know-
ledge, of signs, and of grammar were trodden so many times: Port-
Royal produced its Grammaire as a complement and natural sequel to its
Logique, the former being connected to the latter by a common analysis
of signs; Condillac, Destutt de Tracy, and Gerando articulated one upon
the other the decomposition of knowledge into its conditions or
‘elements’, and the reflection upon those signs of which language
forms only the most visible application and use. There is also a well-
trodden connection between the analysis of representation and signs
and the analysis of wealth: Quesnay the physiocrat wrote the article on
‘Évidence’ for the Encyclopédie; Condillac and Destutt included in their
theory of knowledge and language that of trade and economics, which
for them possessed political and also moral value; it is well known that
Turgot wrote the article on ‘Étymologie’ for the Encyclopédie and the first
systematic parallel between money and words; that Adam Smith, in
addition to his great work on economics, wrote a treatise on the origin
of languages. There is a connecting path between the theory of natural
classifications and theories of language: Adanson did not merely
attempt to create, in the botanical field, a nomenclature that was both
artificial and coherent; he aimed at (and in part carried out) a whole
reorganization of writing in terms of the phonetic data of language;
Rousseau left among his posthumous works some rudiments of botany
and a treatise on the origin of languages.
Such, traced out, as it were, in dotted lines, was the great grid of

empirical knowledge: that of non-quantitative orders. And perhaps the
deferred but insistent unity of a Taxinomia universalis appeared in all clarity
in the work of Linnaeus, when he conceived the project of discovering
in all the concrete domains of nature or society the same distributions
and the same order.21 The limit of knowledge would be the perfect
transparency of representations to the signs by which they are ordered.
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